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In Dear Ghost, Owen returns to the kooky imagery and humorous 
style she last visited with her award-winning collection Frenzy. 
These poems plumb the depths of the psyche’s surrealities, entering 
a dreamlike realm where meaning is found in the nonsensical, the 
utterly human and the everyday. Owen gathers her subjects from 
her daily life – touching on work, sex, acquaintances and art – and 
imbues them with the extraordinary quirks and uncertainties that 
only language can create. The effects are dizzying.

P R A I S E  F O R  C A T H E R I N E  O W E N

“Designated Mourner is a book about unimaginable grief and the 
journey of learning to live with loss. Owen’s gorgeous sensory 
language invites us to travel along with her and find a way through 
our own pain. This collection encompasses everything it means  
to survive being human.” 
Esther Griffin, PRISM international

“Trobairitz starts the heart like the thud of a bass line and opens  
the mind like a scream, poem after poem.” 
Liz Worth, Quill & Quire

“Catherine Owen’s book of poetry, Seeing Lessons, demonstrates  
the power of both optical and linguistic imagery to capture the  
past and show us the present with new eyes.” 
Ian Devenney, Alternatives Journal

“Owen’s collection of ponderings on the poet’s uneasy relationship 
with language deserves more than a single reading; the poems are 
complex and compelling, worthy of study.” 
Darlene Shatford, Canadian Literature, on Shall: ghazals
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A  P R E L U D E

Found poem taken from a letter picked up in the street dated 

October 14, 1989, otherwise known as “Art, I was foolish.”

Dear Art – 

I always foolishly listen to you.

Art, you talk nothing but BS.

I foolishly told people where I came from and where I had been.

Did you ever warn me not to?

No, Art.

You never say or do anything constructive

that would help my life.

Then you foolishly expect me to thank you.

For what, Art?

You never did anything for me.

You foolishly told me.

You foolishly kept me there.

That’s why I have nothing but a miserable old age.

Thanks to your foolish advice and your foolish blunders.

I worked my fool head off, but you let it all go 

down the drain, Art. 

You even kept making me throw my good clothes away!

You are to blame for all my troubles in life, Art.

Before I knew you, I was happy-go-lucky.

After I knew you, my life became a hell on earth.

Had I stayed in Athabasca and not come running

to you like a damn fool.

I was being a fool to stay there and a bigger fool

to listen to anything you said.

Art, you only ever wanted a pigsty for me.
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You have no brains, Art.

The truth is, you wanted me to live 

on a mere pittance.

It’s such a tragedy.

I could have been making big money.

But I’m not – all because of your damn foolishness.

You had no sense, Art.

I listened to you and it was a BIG TRAGEDY!

Art, don’t contact me again.

Dorothy.
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D E C O U P A G E

And so they come a-courting in the Greyhound depot,

those torn bits of boys, those wanton travellers,

having won a fuzzy, bedizened animal

from the Hunter and Gatherer machine.

A claw descends with the exuberant morbidity of children

who play Barbie and Ken, Cannibals beneath the dining- 

room table as the compote and endives are served.

There’s always a more precisely foreign term for life’s

sticking-together of things, a lilt that boosts the ego

in all the unHeimlich lands of Sturm und Drang we must

pass through, sons with guts busting the glitter glue off

their Dukes of Hazzard tees as they glut themselves 

with filet-mignon Doritos, old ladies who do Sudoku

like sex, older ladies in fur, awkwardly lavish velour gowns

with Uggs. There’s just a five-minute stopover in every 

small town in Canada, long enough to buy a dream catcher, 

to chat about your tubal ligation with a complete stranger,

almost a de rigueur pas de deux à la five a.m., Valentine’s Day,

the edges pasted down so finely I can barely see where the piazza

meets Dali’s Persistence of Memory, where the Tower of Pisa leans

into Blake’s “Sick Rose,” only a hand reaching out mutely 

to gift me with a panda, and the oldest lady of all yelling out, 

“Really, at this point, I’d rather walk.”
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T H E  D I L D O  C R A F T S M A N

Other men when they retire go into

the tying of lures, the carving

of decoy ducks, doing Sudoku

hour after hour, fiddling 

with rebel trucks, he though,

“nearly a hundred years old,”

says the cashier at Womyns’ Ware,

went instead into the manufacture

of sex toys, pouring hot rubber

into ridged molds, each individualized,

6.5 inches long, 3 inches wide, a range of sizes

and monikers, from Beginner’s Delight

to the Monster, his most popular line

the three perfectly proportioned dongs

known as Ladies’ Choice, each with

its own carrying case, every schlong

marked by subtle flaws that almost 

make them flesh despite their night-black,

lilac and Bubblicious-pink hues, all,

the cashier adds, “delicately scented

with the smell of linseed oil” that the ancient man

uses to slick each dildo from its unique

frame, his memory reciting moments

perhaps, of being young, when he was

this ready to enter and remain, every shaft

his gift to the women who were

or could have been, imagining, 

as he loosens each cooled replica,

the hands that will touch it after his,

positioning it at the opening, 

pushing it deeper.
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T H R E E  O V E R H E A R D  S O N N E T S

1 .  N I N E T E E N T H  C E N T U R Y  F E M A L E S

I mean she has nothing! No real estate –  

two well-pearled Götterdämmerungs hissing

on the platform, purses a-hooked over furs, fate

vacuum packed in formal cortical zones, missing

little – they think – hideously decisive, never

knowing plonk or dive or Money Mart advances,

always supremely heeled, primed for endeavours,

no yee-haw or la-di-da or zip-a-dee-doo chances

to fail – all is planned – right down to their plots

in the chi-chi cemetery where their associates

may visit with slim dabbings of the eye or, more likely, not.

My great-grandmother was one of them, sure the ingrates

would bring babies to her funeral, specifying in her will

no crying infants admitted, in fact, no children allowed at all.
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2 .  T W E N T Y - F I R S T  C E N T U R Y  C O N S U M E R S

Sandra said the python felt like white silk;

we took her word for it. Who can gauge

reptiles in a business suit anyway; creatures of that ilk

best judged in the nude, according to GQ , far beyond the cage

of antique Rolodex and the latest iPhone. Still

we were taken aback, in private, that one of us,

we thought, had so transgressed against the daily drill

as to descend into that world of incipient death and lust

on her week off, choosing to book a tryst with a snake

instead of a vacay normalized and dull, something we

could get, Cabo or Fort Lauderdale perhaps, it was spring break

after all, and who was Sandra to us now the key 

to her was gone, Mastercard, we bet, had already put a hold

on her credit, snakes exceeding her limit and she so far beyond the fold.
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3 .  T W E N T I E T H  C E N T U R Y  V I C T I M S

That’s all she needs on her last day –

a bomb threat and to be taken hostage, what

a climax after forty years of cashiering at Save-

On-Everything, the World’s Biggest Dollar Store. Got

a buck or slightly more? We have it all:

discount Shih Tzus, somewhat-worn Belle Dames

avec or sans merci, breech-born Übermensches, tall

but awkward courtiers, rather dented Lambs

of God, a whole panoply of life forms, only for 

a loonie and a bit – what could be more just

and now these terrorists have Connie bad, like a whore

on sale, roped up in the back, and we can’t bust

her loose. As sadly, the bomb tick tick ticks and when you

come right down to it, I guess her payment to obliteration’s due.
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R E S I D U A L  L I N G E R I E 

On the Amtrak from Portland to Vancouver

Cape Intrepid and the kite receding, slam slam slam through the boxcar slits.

Here we are hybrid; here we are indigent; travelling two to each side

with our packets of mayonnaise, our filched wine, the violence of incessant

sandwiches. Ladies who go shopping most everywhere have unclear

lexicons for the landscape. 

The beach is indeed most “beachy” as they cluck and on the screen the Mima

Mounds, “evenly spaced lumps of dirt” located somewhere around Tukwila

are gushed over as “joyous mysteries.” True it is all that and more, yes

when the sun’s extreme veils surge down upon us and suddenly a whole

fleet of tiny kin sailboats

rear up like silver, pale sabres of isolate ships is the line inscribed 

tragic as ink in my mind, the human race in sum, so much 

glowing continuing apace while we subscribe to the impossible 

recollections of the lens, wanting hard to hold the keel and 

mast in us forever.
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T H I R L E D

And so I pass the place again where he stuck his fingers 

up me and stole my bus ticket.

“I want to sit beside the snail,” a boy whines in the breakfast nook 

at the Travelodge in Barrie.

There is a certain je ne sais quoi in imagining one is Frank O’Hara

at the end of a long hard day testing the stretchability 

of condoms in Roussillon, France. Yes, 

there are jobs like this and others involving 418 

interchangeable plastic parts like when I pass the place again 

where he stuck his fingers up me and stole my bus ticket

and remember that I never ate at Helen’s Grill; 

not even their famous hamburger.

Grief does this to you; 

it gives you back and takes away your hunger until

there is a certain je ne sais quoi in imagining one is Frank O’Hara

simply lounging, flâneur, slacks casually pleated 

and an umpteenth cigarette lodged between your lips, 

nothing sordid in this, little vulnerable either,

as when I pass the place again where he stuck his fingers up me 

and stole my bus ticket;

the beginnings of revision, you might say, of repetition, 

of an unestablishable loss,

like the goat who loved a burro or the longings behind vaginoplasty.

O yes, there is a certain je ne sais quoi 

in imagining one is Frank O’Hara.
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As the NBA announcer says into the camera, 

“Butch, we just have to deal with it,” I believe he really 

did relegate the emotions of childhood to this sound bite,

this certain je ne sais quoi of imagining 

one is Frank O’Hara

while I pass the place again 

where he stuck his fingers up me, then stole my  

bus ticket.


